
Rule suggestions for 2018 

 

1. Measuring out of area – needs to be enforced  

Permission must be sought from Council before taking pony to be measured outside of 

your area.   

 

2. 50/50 Marking Sheet  

Should the 50/50 Marking Sheet be used by Judges from 2018?  Ponies should be 

stripped in all Open Classes. 

 

3. Cap on number of class entries from 2018  

The issue of placing a cap on the number of class entries a competitor may have per day.   

 

4. Welfare issue of ponies  

“The tying back of ponies prior to and surprisingly directly after competition using the reins 

to hold the pony's head in by looping them around the cantle of the saddle. There are two 

issues here, 1) it's dangerous and 2) it's unethical. To elaborate if a pony were to spook and 

was restricted in such a way it could cause a serious accident, it is also bad practice and not 

how children should be taught and most importantly it raises an animal welfare issue.     

 

5. Rule on bitting to be more defined  

 

6. Starter Stakes Rule  

 

7. Starter Stakes – 2 Year Rule 

 

I feel that young children need all the time they can get to be allowed to compete within their 

age category. There are many very young children riding 133cms ponies. However, to limit 

their years in the starter stakes category to two years is detrimental to the progress of these 

small children through the ranks as they could get put off for good by having to jump the 

bigger 133cms OPEN tracks because they were simply ‘early starters’. Many of these 

children would be still very young and find themselves out of the Starter Stakes classes. Also, 

why should they not be allowed to compete in their age category until such time as they are 

too old for it? Is the Starter Stakes not there to allow those younger children to be competitive 

amongst themselves without having to take on 14-year olds who have so much more 

experience, strength and length of leg than 10 / 11 /12-year olds? Penalising the younger 

children is the harshest of all.  

However, I understand the view point that what judges should look for in a Starter Stakes 

pony is different to that which they seek in 133cms classes, especially in OPEN 133cms 

classes. I would suggest that perhaps a rider pony combination should be limited to EITHER 

competing in the Starter Stakes classes or 133cms classes on any one day be it WHP or SHP. 

However, a novice 133cms pony in either the WHP or SHP category needs the most 

opportunities it can get to go into the ring and therefore should be allowed in both novice 

133cms classes long novice Starter Stakes be it WHP or SHP. A successful pony would lose 

its novice status very quickly any way and then the 'OPEN' ruling of competing in EITHER 

Starter Stakes or 133cms classes (WHP and or SHP) would apply.  

 

 

Cradle Stakes - Reduce Age Limit from under 11th on 1st January to under 10 on 1st January  

 

Cradle Stakes fences are only 50cms or 65cms in height and I believe allowing 11-year olds 

to compete in this category is unfair. Many of the 11-year olds winning Cradle Stakes are 



also winning Starter Stakes and even OPEN 133cms classes.   In my opinion, the age limit for 

Cradle Stakes should be reduced to those aged under 10 on January 1st in any given year, just 

in the same way as the First Ridden has an age limit of under 10 on January 1st.  Cradle 

Stakes are the WHP version of the First Ridden, are they not? However, I would not like to 

see any child under 10 on January 1st ruled out of Cradle Stakes simply because he /she 

happened to ride a STARTER STAKES pony also. A Cradle Stakes rider should (similar to 

Starter Stakes rider suggestion above) perhaps not be allowed to compete in OPEN 133CMS 

WHP or SHP classes. Limiting the Cradle Stakes rider to Starter Stakes classes and NOVICE 

133cms SHP or WHP classes should be considered.  

 

SPORTS PONY CHALLENGE 

Introduce an under 10’s version of this Competition for ponies up to 133cms. Perhaps an 

easier dressage test could be considered.  

 

Run the competition as a league with the final at the IPS Championships replacing the Tom 

Robinson Gold Cup and allow double points to be earned at the final leg.  

 

8. With regard to the age of broodmares I would suggest changing the rule to 4yrs old as at 

3yrs the filly is entitled to compete in Youngstock as well as broodmare classes. 

I would like the broodmare rule reviewed to raise the age to 4 yrs as at 3yrs these fillies are 

the eligible for youngstock and broodmare championship which to me shouldn't be right. 

 

9. Would it be possible to make the youngstock rule re biting clearer? We always knew 

the rule stated any animal once it reached a y/ling had to be bitted with a lead attached to 

either side of the bit NOT the noseband. It's a tad confusing & not clear enough in the rule 

book. 

 

10. Further to your request for suggestions re Rule Changes I would like to make the 

following suggestions. 

1) re points awarded in Working Hunter classes  

I see that you have altered the points awarded at different shows and I understand he logic 

behind it. 

 

However, with regards to Working Hunter there is a huge discrepancy at shows with regard 

to heights and technicality.  This is governed by several factors but the over-riding limitation 

is having to cater for Novice and Open ponies in the one class.  I suggest that at higher points 

shows (that is all Annual Shows and the Championship and Autumn shows) that working 

hunter fences are up to height and represent a challenge.  Therefore, I suggest that higher 

points should only be awarded where there are both Novice and Open classes at the one 

show.   

 

This would free up the course designers who can cater for the different needs of Novice and 

Open ponies.  Alternatively, if a higher tier show feels unable to cater for Novice and Open 

the points could revert to the third tier to reflect the reduced level of difficulty (that is all IPS 

shows). 

 

2). Should a judge who has a close connection who is actively seeking points in a certain 

category be allowed to judge at a show in that category even if that child is not competing?  

 

I was going to raise this question but now there is such a huge range of points at various 

shows it becomes an even bigger issue.  I am aware that there are a shortage of judges and 

this poses a problem.  Maybe a judge with such an interest should be restricted to the lower 

two tiers in the points table? 

 

 



11. Safety Barriers in Collection Rings 

 

12. I would like to suggest you lower the age of lead rein riders to 3 years of age on the 

1st of the year to all lead rein section. As currently a child must be 5 yrs old to ride a M&M 

lead rein.  

13. -a. Suggest removal of the rule that children can only compete in starter stakes for 2 

years (flat and working classes).  It doesn't give enough time to really get the kids grounded 

before they go to the speedier and more competitive 133's.   

b - Suggest adopting a rule that no child/pony combination who has placed in the top 4 at the 

national awards in Show Starters or Working Starters for two successive years may compete 

in those classes in the third year (even if the child is still of starter stakes age).  This gives 

younger kids a chance to move u the rankings without being swamped by the more 

experienced children consistency taking all the ribbons.   

c.- Suggest adopting a rule that no child/pony combination may compete in Show Starters 

and SH 133 on the same day.  Similarly, no child/pony combination competing in Working 

Starter Stakes may compete in Open WH 133 on the same day.  This gives younger kids a 

chance to move u the rankings without being swamped by the more experienced children 

consistency taking all the ribbons.   

d. - Suggest adopting a rule that a judge who has a close family member (child, niece, 

nephew) competing in IPS classes in a season may not judge those classes for the duration of 

that season, even if their family member is not competing on that day.  This removes any 

possibility of complaints around placing or favouritism and seems to make logical sense to 

me.  

e.  - Suggest adopting a rule that shows where higher points are available (annual summer 

shows, championship shows etc) courses should be to full height at every show.  They often 

vary widely from show to show.  Similarly, at Agri shows or IPS shows with less points 

available; fences do not have to be at full height.  In order to win high-points classes, the kids 

should be suitably challenged.    

f. - Suggest adoption of a generic results form by which results must be submitted by show 

secretaries.  This should help with the admin burden particularly with the changes in points 

allocation for 2018. 

g. - Suggest that point should not be recorded for unregistered ponies or those who are not 

IPS members. 

h. - Suggest that show organisers should very clearly display the available points per class on 

their show schedules. 

 

14. I would like to make a rule suggestion with regards to the Intermediate section. It has 

come to my attention that over the past few years the intermediate sections have been very 

poorly supported, resulting in very little competition for competitors entered in those classes. 

Whilst there is little we can to too boost the numbers in the classes, we could create a more 

competitive championship for them by incorporating them into the relevant championships of 

their type. E.g. The 158cm WH 1st and 2nd would enter the WHP championship, the 158cm 

show hunter in the show hunter championship and the 158cm show riding type in the show 

pony championship.  

A system like this has proven successful at the Dublin Horse Show and at BSPS shows in 

Great Britain. At Dublin all working hunter class winners enter the WHP championship, and 

likewise with the show hunters. In the UK the 158 WHP enters the WHP championship and 



the 158 SH and SRT enter a Ridden Intermediate Championship. However, although this 

seems the best way to split the intermediates, there are often no entries in the SRT class at 

shows, or there is no SRT class offered at many shows. Therefore, a ridden intermediate 

championship would make little sense in Ireland until there are sufficient numbers in the 

intermediate ridden classes. 

By incorporating the intermediates into the other championships, not only does it create more 

competition, but it also means that competitors will not have to hang around for hours waiting 

for their championship, which is often at the end of the day; and judges will not have to move 

around at awkward times, often holding up classes, in order to go and judge the intermediate 

championship. 

A previous objection to this suggestion last year read that the smaller ponies would be at a 

disadvantage. However, I find this objection has no grounds for truth as the smaller ponies 

already compete against the 15hh ponies and often come up trumps. You only have to look at 

how often a lead rein pony or small show pony wins the supreme championships across the 

country, beating all the bigger ponies in the process. We should have the confidence in our 

judges to be able to judge the best pony of its type, regardless of its size. The best pony will 

win no matter what size it is. 

I also feel that incorporating the intermediates could boost the interest in the intermediate 

classes as a whole, once entrants realise that there is some real competition worth turning up 

for. Winning a class of one or two is a very hollow victory. 

I would also like to suggest that the starter stakes rule, where a child may only compete for 

two years, be removed. 

 

15. We would like to suggest that the original rule allowing a child to compete in starter 

stakes until they attain their 12th birthday regardless of how many years they have ridden in 

starter stakes be reinstated. 

 

16. Daily membership 

Maximum of 3 IPS affiliated shows, not being adhered to especially in relation to agricultural 

shows.  Even where it is clear that the 3-show rule is breached, how can the rule be upheld or 

enforced when the individual is not a member of the IPS. 

 

This one of the main reasons why membership is not growing.  Why join, you can still 

compete at all the shows as a non-member. As a non-member you do not have to abide by 

any rules etc etc 

 

17. Dope Testing 

All animals tested should be listed on the IPS website. 

 

 

18. SHP, and SP Novice criteria 

Entries in novice classes are small.  Open up Novice section no upper age limit, subject to the 

following 

Max 50 points 

Ponies over 6 if win 3 open classes then automatically open 

If placed 1-5 at RIHS, HOYS, Balmoral or Dublin, in an open class de-noviced 

 

New Classes 

Young Show Pony 4,5 

Young SHP 4,5 

Pony Pairs 

Young Judges 



 

Rule 85 Min age revert to sp SHP 

 

19.  I disagree strongly with the rule that was implemented in 2017 that stated children could 

only compete in Starter Stakes for two years before being ineligible and were required to 

move into 133 classes.  I understand why the rule was introduced but I think it hinders letting 

the smaller younger children just dip their toe into a few of the smaller classes one year.  The 

younger children will always be outgunned by those who really are beyond competing at 

Starter Stakes level but are eligible because of their age but those younger children will at one 

point be the older children in the category and will have their turn. 

 

20.  a. The rule limiting riders to two years in Starter Stakes proved unpopular, but the 

situation from which this suggestion had arisen remains the same. During the past season it 

has been noticeable particularly in the Working Starter Stakes that the same combination of 

child and pony has regularly been winning both the Starter stakes and 133cms classes. If a 

rider and pony are capable of competing successfully in the 133cms Open Working Hunter 

class there is no necessity for this combination to enter in the Working Starter Stakes over a 

course which is 20cms lower. It is very discouraging for the genuine Starter Stakes rider and 

pony to go into their class knowing that they must compete against those that have probably 

just been placed 1st to 4th in the Open 133cms WHP if that class happened to come before the 

Starter Stakes, or also knowing that however well they ride they have no chance against those 

who are just warming up for the 133cms WHP if the classes run in the reverse order.  

It is less noticeable in the Show Starter Stakes/ 133cms SHP classes as some judges do take 

type into consideration, but is there really any need to compete in both when at the end of the 

year an Award in one or the other category. 

My suggestion is that we revert to the previous Rule whereby the same combination of rider 

and pony cannot compete in both Starter Stakes and 133cms classes at the same show on the 

same day. This had been dropped when entries had been very poor in either category, but both 

are now strong enough to stand alone. There are so many other classes such a Performance 

Jumping, Mountain & Moorland or Part-bred categories that this would not necessarily restrict 

ponies to one entry on the day. 

b)  I would like to suggest that either the lower age for Young Handlers is raised to 8, or that 

children riding in Lead Rein classes may not compete in Young Handler classes. I am raising 

this as a safety issue. 

c)  All warm-up areas that contain jumps should have a cordoned off area for those on foot, as 

per SJI rules, also that riders must be aware of the directions in which the fences are flagged 

and obey this. Many seem unaware of ‘red on the right and white on the left’. In an ideal world 

all IPS shows should have a steward or safety officer in all warm-up areas, but as we all know 

help is at a premium and I feel that our competitors should be made more aware of protocol, 

safety and consideration to other riders. 

d) The height of fences for Open Working Hunter classes needs to be considered. Taking the 

maximum height as a guide-line, there is a 20cms lift from First Year Cradle Stakes to Cradle 

Stakes, then a 20cms rise to Starter Stakes at 75cms. 133cms WHP go to just over 90cms and 

from there onwards the fences rise by 10cms a category. The Intermediate on average only 

jumps 35cms higher than the Starter Stakes pony, while a rider progressing from Starter Stakes 

to 133cms WHP has an immediate height rise of 15cms, which usually translates as 20cms. I 

think there should be a more even distribution of height of fence across the heights of ponies. 

21. I would like to bring to the attention of the council the fact that the Bitting rules for 

novices leaves judges and competitors in a very grey area.  I judged novice workers during 

the Summer and myself and my fellow judge agreed that any snaffle with a gag effect, in 



other words, anything with a ring below the main ring, exerting pressure on the poll, was not 

suitable for novice classes. This was the criteria used from the start of the day and any who 

rode in this type of bit, such as a two-ring snaffle, were duly penalised 15 penalties. Hanging 

snaffles and Wilkies, we deemed to be suitable. 

After one of the classes we were approached by a parent (the pony was 3rd, but would have 

won had it not been penalised for having a two ring) and informed that her pony had won 

novice classes and championships all year wearing the same bit. I could understand her 

frustration but, as I explained to her, this was the criteria we has used all day and if we were 

to change the result we would have to do the same for every class since the start of the day! 

We discussed the situation with a few of the people present, opinions varied but the wording 

in the rule book reads "any suitable snaffle".......well, I feel two or three ring snaffles are not 

suitable but obviously many judges do not agree with me! 

It is an intolerable situation for competitors to not know what criteria will be used from show 

to show and I really feel we need to have a black and white, unambiguous definition of 

permitted bits in novice classes. I still maintain my stance that a simple snaffle is a simple 

snaffle but will abide by whatever the majority decides ... but please do not put us judges in 

such a difficult situation, to say nothing for the unfortunate competitors who need to be 

prepared for whatever the rule of the day might be!! 

 

22. Clarification on rules re a child taking more than one pony in working hunter classes 

 


